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Instructions :

(1) Figures to the right indicate full marks allocated to that question.
(3) All questions are compulsory.
(4) Draw diagram wherever it is required for better explanation.

1 Answer the following questions in short : 10
   (1) Define SSL.
   (2) What is chat ?
   (3) What is digital signature ?
   (4) What is change management ?
   (5) Define DNS.

2 (a) (i) Explain HTTP and HTML. 4
   (ii) Explain IP address. 4
       OR
   2 (a) Explain client-server architecture mechanism. 8
   (b) Explain the process of change management. 5
       OR
   (b) Explain SAM in detail. 5
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3  (i) Explain blog with its advantages and limitations. 7
(ii) Explain DNS mechanism. 6

OR

3  (i) Discuss search engine and meta search engine. 7
(ii) Explain an E-mail. 6

4  Answer any two: (Each question carries equal marks) 14
(i) Explain asymmetric cryptography.
(ii) Explain BPR.
(iii) Discuss SET.